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The decade from 1060-70 was 'one of enormous social upheaval and change

in the United States. The current decade seems more quiescent. However,

although there is less public turmoil, change is occurring at a rapid pace

nonetheless. The most recent "movement" is not being carried out through

mass demonstrations of political protest. It is being enacted Within the

confines of millions of American homes; This disturbance of domestic tranqdility

is creating a quiet revolution of great significance.

The turbulence of the sixties had profound impact on educational, in-

stitutions. Curricula and approaches to instruction were hastily modified

to deal with the heightened political consciousness of'students. Now, there

is another, more personal. form of consciousness growing that demands a comparable,

response in our institutions of learning., A new breed of students are seeking

to realize a different, but equally crucial, set of ideals in their lives. /

,

This paper is intended to aid helpers, teachers, leaders respond appropriately

to this emerging need.

There are many ways of defining the forces to which I am referring. Those

to be concentrated upon are summarized in the title . The first is the process of

personal change. The developmental life stagesliven extensive attention priOr

to 1070were those that occurred up to and through adolescence. For a number

of reasons, such as the end of the post-war baby boom, rising affluence, the

burgeoning of human potential activities, the emergence of "liberation" move-

ments. more tranquility on the political front, and others,, the processes

of change throughout adulthood have risen to prominence. Many people,

especially those, who take advantage of post high school educational oppor-

tunities, are now accustomed to and even expect to undergo personal and oro-

fessional changes during the course of their lives more often and with



greater impact than had ever been true in the past. They also are turning

in greater numbers to educational resources, such as non-fiction books,

short workshops and institutes, personal counseling services, and college

courses, for help in negotiating these changes.

The second element of the revolution we are describing is the impact

of these changes on relationships. In the sixties, the interaction most

challenged was the one between the individual and society. Currently, the stress

is on the contact between individuals and their closest partners in life, their

family members, friends, work associates, etc. Just as the earlier turbulence'

radicalized or alienated the dissatisfied from the governing establishment,

the recent restlessness has heightened dissatisfaction and caused turmoil at

the level of personal relationships. This has resulted in a spurt of attention

and of creative contributions to the fields of marital and family therapy,

social interaction (among friends and in encounters among singles), and human

relations in business and industry.

Finally, the third major theme of this period,is communication. Again,

in the sixties, the concerns causing social strife were addressed by increasing

access to the "system" by thepebOle who felt ignored by it Blacks, women,

and youth were brought into the-governing councils; their dissenting views

were hearA; and some of their rights were given greater consideration. The

conflict between the rebels and the establishment, the we /they tension, was

relieved, at least to manageable proportions. llow,.a comparable effort is

underway seeking ways to relieve tension within the relationships of people

experiencing a yearning for change. The means often emphasized is improving

communication among. them. It is believed that the dissolution of relation-

ships among changers is not inevitable; the breakdowns,that have occurred

can be reduced; the strains can be minimized 'if the.forces of change can



be foreeen, acknowledged, and discussed between the parties involved. Thus,

the needs of an individual for change and for intimate relationships are not

necessarily incompatible. The ingredient needed Cor molding the two is sensi-

tive.-communication. This paper is intended to define how this ingredient can

. best be incorporated into., the relationship system.

CoMmunication is a significant variable in a wide variety of transactions:

It affects everything from business to sexual relationships.. It is taught to

preschoolers and octogenarians. This ubiguity requires that its content and

f6rm be examined at two levels a universal or fundamental one and. a particular

or specially tailored one. In other words, to design a system for communication

training we must keep in mind the skills that applies-in all situations and:

those that are specifically adapted to the unique group of recipients of the

training. in each instance. These two levels will be addressed here; beginning

with. the general and proceding to the particular.

The increased attention given recently to the process of communication

within relationships has resulted in the development of a number of approacheS

to its stUdy. In fact, in this time of hunger for solutions to this pervasive

problem area, there has been a premium on creativity, on originality, on the

appearance of having a unique focus that outdoes all the current competitors

for public attention.. As-a-result, many thfferentsystemsi-each-promoting,

a new set of terms or giving prominence to one element of the process over

all others, have emerged. This has created much confusirn and unnecessary

redundancy in the. literature. It has spawned a new sub-area of investigation,

one that attempts to identify the core communication competencies that seem

to underly all programs in this area. This effort seeks to articulate what

the skills are that people deemed generally competent interpersonal oral



communication tend to manifest. These findings provide the basis for a

training program aimed at helping people negotiate relationships through

change.

My synthesis of this literature incorporates ten basic competencies.

Individuals who are optimally prepared to deal with the communication exigencies

of all. forms of relationships are people who:

a. are genuine, open, unguarded about revealing themselves who don't

leave. people guessing as to what they are thinking or feeling Un the

moment-to-moment "here and now" of their interaction or about their

past experiences that are relevant to what is occurring - even those

that are not likelYto be easily. accepted or approved by the other,

the "risky" comments.

b. show empathy or understanding of what others think and feel - indicate

clearly that they are making an effort to listen attentively to what

others are trying to say and to see the situations and reactions as

the others see them, to put themselves in their shoes, to comprehend

their messages as the others intend to send them and to check out

the accuracy of their, understanding as they do.

c. give warmth, caring, support to others - extend acceptance of what

others think and feel., in the sense of respecting the validity of

their viewpoints, acknowledging the worth of their efforts to communi

cate, affirming their worth as people, showing high regard for their

ability to see things and respond to them in a competent way.

d. seem confident and relaxed - interact in .a easy, flowing manner,

are generally calm and patient in interaction, not tense, hurried,

clipped, or abrupt.

e. make appropriate comments to keep conversations going smoothly

rather than leaving long, awkward pauses, interrupting:often, or
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ignor,ing Others - asking questions to draw others out, relating

what they have to say to what others have said, finding contrasts

and similarities between viewpoints expressed.

f. are assertive, not dominant or passive - "own" their views, rather

than repressing them or pressuring or accusing others to achieve an

artificial agreement.

g word their own iscleas clearly and concretely - can express viewpoints

in vivid, specific terms so that others can visualize them'accurately -

aren't vague or abstract, don't resort to "I can't express it," take

a clear position and explain it with illustrative examples.

h. deal with feelings, express their own and respond "feelingly" to

others' - recognize the role of affective energies in relationships,

encourage their arousal and full expression in themselves and others,

both affectionate and hostile, both joyful and painful, both what is

expected and what is usually less acceptable in a given context.

are flexible regarding the people and situations with which they can

interact comfortably - can adapt t ,the norms of various contexts

(formal and informal, business and social, etc.) and various people

,

(from many age, educational, socioeconomic, ethnic groups).

are capable of initiating relationships, of deepening, and of

terminating them appropriately - can handle the beginning of relation-

ships (meeting and getting to know others), the development of

intimacy (forming interdependent, lasting, closeknit friendships),

and the distancing process (when loosening or breaking off ties

with others).

The abovementioned competenc5gls are applicable to all- relationships. Their

development is at the core of al.1 comprehensive communication training progams.'

They also provide a framework for.creating diagnostic tools to assess an



individual's strengths and weaknesses in interaction and for evaluating the

efficacy of a completed communication program.

The next issue to consider in identifying what people need to know in

order to enhance their ability to negotiate relationships through periods of

change is: "What .communication skills and instructional strategies are uniquely

appropriate to this process?" TO focus in on this particularcontext-for

communication training, we must first examine the nature of the people seeking

training and be sensitive to the point at,which they contact it.

People seeking guidance for dealing with intimate relationships have an

orientation that differs from those in communication classes for other reasons.

They bring a personal history and a current level of involvement that has

distinct implications for what is to occur.
Ni

They, at some time in the past, met and were attracted to their partners.

They found ways to continue interacting that grew in frequency and in levels

of personal investment Very positive, loving feelings grew between them that

were so appealing they developed ties, agreements, arrangements, or forms for

their relationship that held promise of perpetuating those good feelings.

__Assumptions_ about what the nature of these forms will be internalized early

in a person's life and are sanctified in society by labels (such as marriage)

that carry many behavioral and emotional expectations (e.g. consistent loyalty

and love). .

Intimate relationships. require that many life circumstances and resources,

such as living space, daily time, funds and material possessions, relation-

ships with others, etc. are shared by the people involved. Underlying all

transactions .or choices made in regard to these elements .ire deeply felt

attitudes and values about them- They alsb.are affected by past habitual

...behaviors. An order to assurie the smooth flow of ail these interactions,
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there must be much pre-existing harmony in these areas, as well as.adaptation

or accommodation of each to the other going on continuously as they interact.

Such modifications usually are seen as quite minor and worthwhile for the

larger rewards they obtain. This especially true if they are acknowledged

and appreciated, and if there is reciprocity or balance of "sacrifice" among

the partners. A relationship is experienced as satisfactdry or "compatible"

-as long as both individuals are similarly oriented, and/or they complement

each other and the differences between them are perceived with empathy,

positive regard, and as contributing to one another's well-being.

Under such conditions the intimate relationship deepens to the extent

that it becomes the -foundation upon which the remaining elements of one's

life are built. Nene O'Neill (12) proposes that the core of an intimate

relationship rests on five central pillars:

a. Primariness of each partner to the other, each being the eJthers

most important person.-

b. Intimacy, not only physical intimacy, but theway we open and reseal

ourselves to the other, person

c. Connections and the network of family., the ties created by a

relationship to other people, past and future.

d. Continuity thesense ofbuilding a history-together over

a span of time; and the way we come' in time to know one another so

deeply.

e. Responsibility'to the commitments made to the partner, to ourselves,

and to whatever "family" is created together.

In the course of an individual's life, changes seem inevitably to occur.

..-

These can be caused by.alterations in the external circumstances of life

(e . g . grad-ma-H-3am, 1 osso-fj ob-,mov-i-rrg) orbythe -p roc-e- s c s of---i-mmer- develop-

ment that occur in the adult life cycle, causing new needs to emerge as years

rstt rtf,'Gr ckt e. n ci e. op ?



go on .(e.g. a desire for more freedom or intimacy). These changes (-.:xert

pressure.on the established arrangements between the partners-. The old set-

up can be modified if the alterations are experienced as appealing, as still

meeting the needs of both partners. If they are appropriate to one, but

leave the otherfeeling frustrated, that person will press for change back

to the old state of affairs:or to yet a new set of arrangements.' During

this period, the state of "compatibility" has shifted to a state of "strain."

The st,of strain within an intimate relationship is unstable. Inner

energy -becomes available to resolve it People so cideply involved with one

another are more likely to experience that strain as particularity troublesome,

as painful. Their preexisting ties combine to maintain their contaiA, to

continue to live out old patterns even if they currently are unsatisfying.

Yet, since the state of strain also consistently presses upon them, some

sort of reaction seems necessary to cope with the daily inner distress. The

consequences of unrelieved strain are numerous. They include conflict between

the partners; new alignments with third parties;. distancing, alienation, or

coldness between the partners; fantasies in which ot.3er circumstances seem

much-more attractive; slackening off of effort invested in shared activities;

and blaming of or hostility toward one another, and/or the stifling of such

feelings with resulting numbness and boredom. These reactions simply

exascerbate their feelings of dissatisfaction. If they persist, yet another

response arises, one that stimulated the development of this paper: a

renewed interest in expert adviceain a learning or therapeutic e;:)erIence

dealing with troubled relationships, a search for means heretofore not used

between them to take a fresh perspective on their difficult-ies.

The partners oftem find themselves at a point of choice. It is between

. negotiating or talking through their different reactions to anew set of

arrangements that each feel are more satisfying than any set up they can



create by themselves, or splitting up .to go: it!aione or to find new partners.

People encountering communication training at such a juncture bring distinct

characteristics to their experience. On the one hand, their actual-, demanding

predicament renders them highly motivated to learn. On the other handthe

patterns that must be altered are deeply embedded in their exis.tFng life

circumstances.

To explore these
7

characteristics, get us review O'Neill's characterization

of an intimate relationship. As primary partners, they have interwoven their

lives around each other. Thus, each is likely to have come to manifest

characteristic, habitual approaches to everyday life situations. They each

can easily become "specialized" in the sense of nurturing specific traits in

themselves (such as firmness or orderliness) and looking to the other for

complementary traits (such as tenderness or spontaneity). Whatever patterns

evolve in this way often are reinforced every day and thus become incorporated

deep into each person's ego or self- concept, so that each comes, to identify

with them (e.g. "I am a firm and orderly person; I am not tender or Spontaneous:-

he/she. is.") - Hence, instruction encouraging flexibility or being open to

negotiating new arrangements may seem to deMand awkward, "out of characters,'

responses_and may be met with resistance or a sense of hopelessness. lks

intimate partners, they "know" each' ther very well - yielding a pseudo-

intimacy based on having seen a certain response and being .affected by it so

often that it overshadows unfulfilled Potentials - another factor maintaining

stability, making change seem dubious. As members of a social network,

existing in relationship in continuity over time, being responsible for carrying

out commitments relevant to a material and social and family life-style, they

have established a complex, multi-faceted life-style system which i held

togethelr by old agreements between themselves and with others all of which

are stabilizing influences, weighing heavily on the side.of "maintenance"

rather than change or growth.
ti
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These factors, inherent in the conditions. existing as one or bath members

of an intimate relationship approach communication training, have given rise

to a number of creative efforts-to adapt such training speci"f"ically to them.
ri

I 11

The complexities and rigidities inherent in an intimate relationship seem

to require an equivalently complex and forceful approach to instruction< if

that approach is td be effective. Consequently; an overview of the systems

that have evolved to meet this demand reveals the presence of two elements

.rarely found in most domains of communication education. The first is that they

are multi-faceted. Interaction within the relationship is addressed from several

interrelated perspectives. The second is that they require. involvement.
. .

Meaningful learning cannot-be achi-eved passively, simply by reading,- writing,

discussing, and test-takirib. Instructor aid students must'be experientially

involved in the learning events; feelftg, thinking, and trying out the material

they are exploring in ways that are experienced as risky.

. .To elaborate on how these processes actually are implemented in. communj-

. .. .

cation training for people experiencing life changes, I will review the

facetS of content which such training can include and' the kinds of methods

used to involve peoble experientially in it. In other words, I will consider

what such training covers and how it is executed.

The content dimension can be subdivided into five categoiles. _These are

\\ not necessarily mutually exclusive but they do serve to circumscribe nearly

i all approaches currently being used. The'five categories, to be discussed

in turn, are 1).coghltive, 2) affective, 3) behavioral, 4) self-concept, and

5) system-concepts.

I. A person in ah intimate relationship experiencing a life change is
rftimbk

feeling a yegrning for movement in a new direction. Hence, he or she works



with the partner to accommodate the,new direction into the relationship system

This process can be facilitated if each is equipped with cognitive knowledge

relevant to understanding their interaction. An instructional program that

is to be of use to them in this way might include some of the following

material:

a. A summary of the adult life stages'that thus far have been identified

in the literature as being relatively common and predictable (see

Baile paper) When such passages occur people experiencing them

(and their partners, as well)unless they are informed and prep'ared

for them, often feel angry, guilty, betrayed, conflated, or vtcrimized.

'They see themselves as having been singled out to cope with forces

beyond their control. The awareness that these changes are likely

to occur and that they are widespread can be quite helpful in

minimizing the sense that what is occuring is "wrong" and must be

"corrected."

b. A review of the current social patterns that are supportive, even

encouraging, of many passage forms, and perhaps discouraging to

others (see Snider paper) - a couple's life is influenced by the

cultural and social groups with whom they interact. In every era

and in every cultural context prevailing norms tend to reinforce

or support certain kinds of behavior and render others "abnormal,"

less acceptable, and thus less likely to occur. These norms are

often taken for granted, remain out-of-consciousness and thus

need to be discussed and examined for their impact on'everyday be-

havior.

c. The process of meta-communication (17), talking about how members of

an intimate couple can examine how they interact, must be introduced.



People usually-attribute their difficulties to what' they believe

about or how they carry out the tasks of their daily life. They

need to understand, as well, that it is not just the content, but-',the.

process of how they negotiate their differences that affects their

relationship. They need to develop .a category system, a shared

vocabularly for identifying these processes. The great strength of

the Transctional Analysis system (4) is the simple; useful set of

terms it introduces for this purpose.

Under the heading of meta-communication, couples need to learn how

-'to identify dysfunctional (some- times -termed "pathological") processes

that commonly lead to (or are signs of) the disintegration or

termination of intimacy (see Frey paper). Without this krlowledge

of trouble signs or danger signals, relationships can progress down-

hill past the "point of no return" before the participants are

aware of the extent or significance of their predicament.

e. Another facet of meta-communication is knowing a series of steps

that comprise a potentially satisfying problem-solving process.

This includes the ability to recognize and articulate what point in

that process their interaction is in, what point is being overlooked

or passed over without full resolution, and how'well they are

addressing each point. Perhaps the foundation step, upon which all

the rel is built, is the first - definiQg the problem. Nathan

Hurvitz (7) emphasizes how critical it is that partners have e common

definition of the situation in'which their interaction occurs and

the behavior causing their differences to become conflicts. He focuses

on the hypotheses each party offers to explain' the other'S behavior

and distinguishes between those that render the situation hOpeless

(terminal) and those that can, with effortibe ameliorated (instrumental).

(See Appendix to this paper for further elaboration of terminal and
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and instrumental hypotheses).

f. Additionally, some of tte principles of role theory have been applied

in training couples to communicate more effectively. The lives of

an intimate dyad are very intertwined; they each have pragmatic roles

to fulfill in carrying out daily task responsibilities. It is

important that they be wary of at least two fundamental problems that

often arise in the definition and implementation of role relationships.

These are "role ambiguity," wherein' the expectations both have of

themselves and of the other are unspecified, unclear, or unexpressed,

and'"-ro-l-econfl ict," wherein their expectations are not in accord

with each other or each has-role responsibilities-vis-a-vis others

not in the dyad that take so much time, energy, or resources that

an insufficient amount is available for fulfilling the needs of the

dyad partner.

g. Finally, some of the concepts underlying a mode of relating that

transcends a role-based contact can profitably be explored, The5e

might be epitomized in the I-Thou framework of Martin Buber. Here the

view of another person as someone who fulfills specified functions,

who is useful (I-10 is distinguished from one in which the essential

worth, the uniqueness, the existence of that person tint viewed as

being as significant as one's own.

II. Partners in a-- stable, lasting relationshivhave established patterns of

living that often are based on years of accommodating to one another's needs..

The adjustments however minor, can be accompanied by some slight feelings

of annoyance, which are repressed on the assumption that they will yield a

pay-off in the form of commitment of the other to the arrangements that ensue.

When a life chase occurs that threatens to disrupt those arrangements, the

I. 5

Jr.
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stored up feelings. of "noble sacrifice" can turn into a sense of being dis-

appointed or even cheated and feelings of indignation, hurt anger, grief

can arise. Reactions at an emotional level, such as these, also need to be

considered in a program of communication education. This has been done in the

following ways:

a. The first step often is recognition of the existence of the emotional

component and of its manifestations as disagreements are aired.

People often find themselves experiencing strong emotions while they

are arguing over how to handle a situation The stimulus to which

they .are reacting_can shift from the ostensible content issue to the

emotional energy behind it. Thus, they are trying to relieve'their

own of- the other's hurt, quell the anger, or assuage the fears they

sense without consciously being aware that that is their intent or

without explicitly stating it. They need to gain greater ability at

sensing such-a rise in emotionality as it occurs and at labeling it as

such. Virginia Satir (15) expresses this need colorfully in Appendix B.

1. The second step in dealing with the affective domain when negotiating

a life change.is the expressiOn of those emotions.. It is widely

agreed that withheld feelings result in confused communication and in

the buildup of inner tension. The release of feeliligs, however,

can be so volatile that many people feel safer and wiser holding

them in. Because of their unpredictable impact and the common

resistance to expressing them, many systems have been devised for

permitting, even stimulating, safe emotional cathars,is.. These systems

vary in how the expression of feeling is facilitated and in what

context it occurs. A complete accounting is impossible here. The

methods range from using body release approaches such as stretchin

the body, pounding a soft object, screaming; physical combat (e.g.

1"
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arm wrestling, pushing, breaking through a barrier) to using dramatic

approaches such as acting out an emotionally arousingscene,. playing

the emotional alter ego of a character in such a scene, or'giving an

emotionally-charged monologue/soliloquy. These methods are sometimes

practiced in the safe confines of a,Workshop group among strangers

and sometimes with the other partne,r present. Gebrge Bach (2) has

developed an interesting intermediate step, called "hostility rituals,"

which permit emotional discharge Vn the midst of everyday life that is

detached from the actual productive dialogue between .partners (see

appendix C).

Patterns of interaction that have as long a history behind them as those

between intimate couples are hard to change. Each is accustomed to respond to

the other in ways that can become habitual. If these modes are insufficient

to'rmeet the demands of a situation in which lifeChanges must be negotiated,

then new styles of responding to ea:....!1 other must be, taught. Much attention

_ has_been given recently to specifying what participants in intimate relationships

who interact effectively actually do when they-talk. The following behaviors

emerge most commonly:
o

a. The first step seems to be voicing unmet needs in a way that is

clear and unequivocal and_yet' does not immediately put the other on

the defensive. This approach to expressing such desires is often

called assertiveness training:. (16) It emphasizes "owning" one's

reactions (rather than blaming the other) and specifying the stimulus

that triggers them. It often takes much practice to avoid the two

extremes in this mode:

1) being too passive or wishy-washy about stating a viewpoint, and

thereby having its significance minimized, and 2) being too aggressive,

domineering)or pushy in stating it, thereby leading the other to'see
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it as a demand that-implies hi-s or her needs are to, be ignored or

overridden.

b. The second. step usually is developing empathic listening skills. (5)

This enhances each partner's ability to genuinely understand the

other's, viewpoint in a way that' is,non-judgmental. It also has been

called "active listening" and "the receiver role." It involves

'skills such as noticing the others' unvoiced state of being upset,'

inviting the other to say what is on his or her mind, giving the other

sufficient time to get it all out,-providing acknowledgement responses

(such-as nods, a smile, "I see," "uh huh, ") as the other is-speaktny,

and then paraphrasing both the feelings and content in the message

inone'sown.wordstocheckoutdlowaccurately it was received.

c. Another important stepis the setting of g als for change. (9)

The focus of this kind of behavioral training is on specifying the

actions that will be taken by each individual subsequent to the

negotiation session, on being...sure:that the_goals set represent
, -

realistic steps that actually can be achieved, and on-planning a way

and a time to check on how well the goals are actually being realized.

These precautions are 6orrowed from the .behaviorist approach to

developing objectives lor 'educational and social change programs.

d.' The final aspect'of behavioral training focuses on the provision of

reinforcement for desirable actons, for maintaining the kind of

re'Sponse one partner wants from the other. (13) This process also

is called. "stroking"-in transactional analysis. (14) it usually

involves both partners_identifying what they want more of from t.

the other and wht -they would view as rewarding responses when they

Are being accommodating to the other. They are then encouraged

to follow the other's performance of the desired behaviors with a



response the other would perceive as reinforcing. The agreement

to modify their behavior in this direction is termed a "contract."

Fulfitlment of such contract enhances the amount of'positive

responses in the dyad, increase the degree to which each is, providing

for the other's needs, and makes the couple more aware of the ability

tobe in control, of what happens between them.

IV. As mentioned earlier, participation in a primary relationship involves

each member a interpersonal environment with inherent stability forces tat

have deep impact on them. One major impact is the individual's defining

themselves in the ways they traditionally have bthaved and been perceived in

the dyad and by the network of relationships i n which is imbedded. Thus, the

partners-develop self-perceived limits as to their own strengths. and weaknesses

in interaction. These rigidified self-concepts can become obstructions to

the modification mandated by life changes. They need to be loosened. The part-

ners need to regaio a sense of their own ability to grow in new directions, to

open'new options for behavioral flexibility. This process is facilitated in

several ways:

- .

a. A number of self-exploratory exercises have been developed to meet

this need. One set is packaged under the heading of "life-planning"

activities. These usually ask the participants to bring_to conscious

awareness their perce-ived self-concept via answering the-question

"Who Am I?" and Who Am I Not ?" The latter responses are-challenged

.by asking them to recall instances in which they actually did manifest

these attributes - thereby loosening the bonds'of their "identity."

They also are asked,to re-conact the aspirations they have shelved as-

uhrealistic,,to identify their unusted personal, material ,,,.and Inter-

.personat resources,-to recall the times their behavior was surprising

exceptional even to themselves. .In this way they reawaken their sense.

19-



that they can reconstruct their "persona" to be more suitable to

the new reality imposed by the changes they must cope with.

b. Another method is to bring people who are facing similar life crises

together in"support "groups." Here each gives the others- encouragement

for reaching beyond preconceived boundaries that actually are only

imaginary rmSts internalized from social or family norms. These

are also called ".consciousness - raising" groups, in that they serve to

make participants more consciously aware-of howartificial and

unnecessary their self-imposed limits are.

V. Closely allied to self-concept altering approaches are those intended to

heighten partners awareness of how their relationship creates a "system"

within which their interaction is restricted. They remind individuals that

relationships have "homeostatic mechanisms" which act as thermostats that

trigger-reactLons to maintain an,equilibrium- among its members. When a relation-.,

_

:--shi_p 'forms,- "fuleS" come into being which regulate the "transactions" among--__
. .

.

theM. When to change, theother_l_s_stimULated.to respond in a way
.--- ----__

_
th.at then7 affects the.changer--,--and sq6n, setting in motion-a "circular pattern"

---:.
.

.
. .: .

whi-ch renders a linear cause-effect process meaminglesS. These p.tterns can

be very:upsetting and confusing)Unless 'those that are dysfunctit-are_identified
..

.

- ....-and_altered. This approach to training...foon,a host of significant
. .

patterns; some of which are briefly described below:..

a. One pattern identified by Gerald Zuk (19) is "silencing strategies.'1.

These are designed to punish an individual for some transgression

of the ."rules".by isolating him or her in silence. The individual

may conform and return to the others' good graces. Or, he may rebel

and withdraw or resort, to "babbling" (tacking only superficially or

or meaningl.essly)., In either case, the sijenced one is seen As stubborri

or spiteful. He himself comes to sense a hew kind of power in this

20
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role. Thus, he has absorbed some of-the-negative feelings pro-

jected .by the others and begins to use his new stance as a weapon

against them. The process then becomes circular and debilitating.

b Another process often cited is "scapegoating." One person is

identified as the causal agent of whatever problems exist. The other

denies responsibility for'`' that person' .behavior and expresses the

wish that the focal, person "get better." Actually, the accuser finds

some satisfaction in the process of blaMing and tends to resist any

direction that promises to undermine the status q6o. 'No change can.

occur unless everyone assumes some responsibility and 'recognizes the

payoffs inherent in their current definition of the problem.

c. There are many other forms of such system' patterns. Examples include

the "double-bind" (receiving two simultaneous messages one denying

the other) identified by Bateson (3) "pseudo-mutuality" (overwhelming

emphasis -oh fitting together at the expense of self-differentiation)

described by Wynne, (18) and "schism" deVeloped by Lidz et.al (10)

(cheronic undercutting of one member by...the other). Since these

require close scrutiny of individual relationships, .they are mbre useful

in a therapy transaction than in a classroom.The five major aspects

of communication training cited above all are potential ingredients

in a program intended to assist adults to carry out the interactions

between them needed for their relationship-to survive hrough,'a period

of change. instructors of such programs, within the limits of their

time, resources, and competence, -can draw upon those which seem most

appropriate in each instance.

The laSt undamental consideration in designing a communication training

program that we .w contider IS the mode or form it might take - how it will

21
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be carried out. There are several decisions to be made in this regard.

The first is now the learninj is to be 'transferred or imparted from the

leader to the participants. The available range extends from being entirely

didactic, and providing prepared lectures about the material to be covered,

.tdoiring_essentially non-directive, and simply reflecting back to the partici-.

pants-perceptions of what they are doing as they themselves grapple with the

issues. Each of '-these extremes has shortcomings due to the nature of the processes

being addressed.

The deeply personal, emotional investment in the longevity of an intimate

"'relationship makes a-Pae learning experience, as in listening to or reading

prepared material, a practical but impotent vehicle for meaningful change-

The therapist-c<ent mode of working with, these issues adds forcefulness,

active involvement, and adaptation to individual differences, but also is

expensive in terms of the leader's time _and tainted with the aura of the "medical

model" (i.e. the relationship ostensibly is "sick" and in need of a "cure"

from a "healer").

In.betweenIthere cbsa variety of methods that are as

a lecture and nearly as active and individualized as therapy, those which

fall in the realm of "experiential education." There are several models that

fit under this heading. One is a class in which individuals enroll, each of

whom is a-member of an outside intimate dyad, in order to enhance the awareness

--and-skills they can bring to bear upori,their back home relationships.- This

mode has the advantage of freeing them from the "homeostatic mechanisms!' of,

their dyad system. Its disadvantage is the imbalance created when one member

of a dyad grows and changes,,while the other remains set in old patterns. A

second option is a class made up f several couples. This is more difficult

to arrange in most educationaf.settings, but it is potentially more fruitful.

It offers a number of advantages, due to the fact that several 'additional
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. mechanisms for change become available. H. Peter Laqueur (8) uses a multi-_

family approach for the following reasons:

a. Couples commonly experiencing 0.76blems can operate as therapeutic

agents for each other, without one having to be perceived as "well"

and the other as "sick" - they all are admitting to difficulties, there-

by making them easier to face without embarrassment.

b. Initially, there often is a sense of competition among them, thereby

speeding up the change process. Later, cooperation replaces com-

petition as the facilitating agent.
( . .

c. The new field or arena for experiencing their interactions weakens the

-homeostatic forces that operate in their usual environment.

d. Group members are provided many opportunities for observihg analbgous

conflict situations. To see that other couples have had comparable

.problems and somehow survive can be helpful in a.Supportive way. The

e observing couples can learn new and more successful ways of dealing

with comparable problems from their peers.

e. If offers opportunities for learning through "identification." A

person insecure rh his or her role can feel connected with other

individuals whose styles are similar to his or her own and thus

feel less unique and inadequate.

f. It provides opportunities-to try out new modes of behavior and, to

see how other people respond to them with less resulting turbulence

than such trial-and-error experimentation would evoke in their own

relationship situation.

g. The less troubled twosomes can serve as cidelifor-couples with more

discord in their communication patterns. n this s me vein, the

leader can use a new and more-effective type of beh vior shown by

one individual or couple as a basis or 'focuS\of exc tationlfor the.



for the whole group and as a challenge for others to move ahead more

realistically toward more effective handling of their situations.

Once the overall set-up of the training is established, the leader then

must decide how it specifically will be carried out. At;this level, several

decisions must be made. These fall into the realms of 1) preparing the couples

tifor change, 2) experimenting with or practicing changes, and 3) transferring

change to-out-of-group settings. We wi-11 consider each of these in turn.

I. As has been stressed, there often is much reluntance to alter the

status quo.-among intimate partners. Consequently, a crucial first step in

this process nurturing the'motivation to seek new approaches to relating

and setting individualized goals to be pursued in the learning environment.

This can be done in several ways:

a. One method is to videotape each couple during an, nteraction, have

them watch themselves on the screen, and then rate what they liked

best and what they liked least about themselves in the scene they

observed they can choose .from among their observations the

issues they want to start working on. The videotape procedure also is

useful because it can be redone later on in the course to provide

pictorial evidence that change has occurred.

A.related method is role-switching. When people, enact each other's

usual role when carrying out an interaction, they alsO more vividly
c,r;

see and feel internally. how they are being perceived and how they

are affecting one another. This method; like the first, adds a new

perspective to how indiViduals view a situation to which 'they haye a

habituated response, thus providing.,a fresh incentive to work on, it.
I

c. A third approach to highlighting the issues upon which a couple might.

focus is called.the Revealed Differences Method (15). 'Each partner

-receives a questionnaire that describes 'a common pro6lemsituation

elk24'
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faced by a hypothetical couple. They wrrte independently what they

consider the best response to a-series of questions -poseli about it.

Then they compare -their answers and discuss each disagreement they -

find until they resolve the differences between them. (Incidentally,

this iE a good interaction to record and play bock to them.) This

'process also serves to clarify the communication issues on which they

need to work.

d. A final T6thod is asking: the couples to bring to conscious awareness

the "love contracts" they carry out within them. People often have

implicit assumptions about what- behaviors are d-Trtlitat3ve of -caring-
,

'regard for another. These are elicited by completing the sentence, "If

you loVed me you would. or "When I.love someone, I. . ." Once a

series of these are completed, they can be compared to what actually

is occurring in a couple's relationship and how congruent each person's

assumptions are with what his or her partner has written.

II. -After targets. andNotivatiOn for change are established, the leader must

develop strategies for the participants to-achieve their desired outcomes. A.

full repertoire of methods,' all discussed elsewhere in this paper,. would include

the processes listed below:

a. 'Didactic lectures or-readings on communication.

b. Opportunities to observe models of exemplary approaches and examples

of dysfwirtional behavibrs

c. Role-playing or behavioral rehearsal of new, potentially more effective

methods.

d. Feedback from others about how successful the new experiments appear

to be.

e. Reinforcements for continued use of the more effective methods,

4.
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a

III. An essential,-.but often neglected step, in this kind of training is

'transfer of new learr!ngs from the protected environment of the class setting to
(

the'couple's everyday.ihteraction. Two methods are often cited in the- literature:

a. The first,is assigning themselves "homeWork" tasks to carry out

between class-sessions. These must be couched in concrete, measurable,

achievable terms. For examples a barter agreement can be arranged in

which one partner agrees to change some aspect of his behavior in

return for a change in the behavior of the other. Or, in one system

(13) a "love day" each week is arranged in which one partner agrees

to treble the number of reinforcers or strokes given the other-on-that

day, thereby encouraging a richer exchange of-warm supportive

interactions.

b. Azrin and associates (1) use an f:ffective approach to transfer of

ltarning in their Recprocity Counseling program. To measure the

changes caused by their,techniques,they ask participants to fill out

a daily 10 point marital hapOiness scale on:household responsibilities,

rearing of children, social activities,.money, communication, sex,..

'academic or occupational' progress, personal independence, spouse

independence, and general happiness. The very process of self-

assessment on a regular basis can improve the likelihood of the

group-induced changes being maintained,

VII

This Raper was intended to provide a background for developing approaches

to a form of communication training currently, and likely to continue to be,

in much demand - one that considers the special needs sof couples experiencing

relationship turmoil due to one or both partners undergoing a passage in the

adult life cycle. This challenge is being addressed in -many forM-S by contemporary
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authors, lecturers, workshop leaders, classroom teachers, counselors, and

therapists. Hopefully, the many disparate approaches synthesized here provide

ample resources for creating still new adaptations of/such training in the

many settings where it may yet be attempted.

.1
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Interaction Hypotheses in
Marriage Counseling

Marriage counseling is generally
differentiated from other types of
counseling and psychotherapy on.the
basis of its concern with the - spouses
as' they interact. One of the reasons,
the spouses' differences become prob-
lems is that each has a different pic-
ture in. his head about their inter-
action; that is, each has a. different
definition of the situation in which
their interaction occurs (Thomas,
1931), and each has a different per-
ception and interpretapon of his own
and the other's behavior, thoughts,
and feelings. It Is important,, for the
'spouses to make hypotheses about
their interaction because the way a
spouse behaves in a situation depends
upon what the situation means to
him. The counselor elicits the
spouses' hypotheses by asking direct
questions, even if they may appear
naive to the Spouses, to learn whether
or not the spouses have a common
definition of the situation. He asks,
in marital .situations which require
such a procedure, "What is your dif- ;

ficulty; what are the problems?" The
counselor foknvi up the spouse's re-
ply about his own or the other's be-
havior, attitudes, etc., with further
questions: "Why do you think you
feel that way?" "Why do you think
he [she' does that?", "Why do you
think he [she] feels that way?" The
explanations or hypotheses are usu-
ally introduced with "Because . ,"
It seems to me . . ," "According
to her !him" ," "Could it be ..."
and similar statements. These hypo-
theses are of two typcs7---terminal
and instrumental:

Terminal Hypotheses. These hypo-
theses interpret 'behavior. meanings
or feelings so that each spouse does
not understand his own . and the
other's behavior, meanings or feel-
ings in their exchanges in such a way
that something can he done to
change the existing situation. They
may or may not be "true" and they
may lit" the information available
but do not offer possible -plans of
action that can he utilized to change
the relationShip, and may aggravate
the spouses' situation. These hypo-
theses are irrelevant,' non-operative.
non-applicable and destructive..Such
hypotheses describe, include and
utilize:

Psychodynamic interpretal ions:

Husband: "She has. an oral fixation."
Wife: "He has an unresolved Oedi-

'pus complex."

Pseudo-scientific explanations:
.

Husband: "She's, a Scorpio. All
Scorpios act like Thai It's a proven
fact."
Wife: "It's my. ESP. I don't know if
you believe in ESP, a lot of psy-
chologists do, I know that. 'Jaye
this 'ESP feeling and that's how I
know what he's been doing."

Psychological name- calling:
-Husband: She's a latent Lesbian."
Wife: "He's mentally

Assertions or accusations about
one's ovrn and/or one's spouse's in-
ability or lack of desire to change his
behavior*,' attitudes or values:
Husband: "1 don't think there is any-
thing wrong with me, and the way
I sec things. and.if anyone is going
to change it has to be her."
Wife: "He says he is willing to
change and he tells you he's willing
to change, but I don't think he'll
ever change' and there is no use 'in,
trying."

Unchangeable factors outside the
marriage which are responsible" for
the spouse's problems:

8
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Husband: "I have a responsibility to
my mother and I'm going to meet
that responsibility regardless of what
she thinks or anyone thinksand
if she can't' accept that fact then
she'd better get a divorce now."
Wife: "He complains about the pres-
sure of work and says that he has
to do it and that's why he doesn't
have time for the familybut he's
always accepting new assignments
that make more pressure. He says it
has to be that way but to me it'
doesn't make sense."

Inappropriate generalizations about
innate qualities or traits that cannot
bd changed. _

Wife: "He's got a terrible temper
that's the way he is. When he gets
like that you can't do anything with
him."
Husband: "She's got a jealous na-
ture. She gets mad when I just talk
to another woman---even someone
she knows I never saw before in my
life."

References to unchanging religious
or philosophical principles, immu- .

table natural laws, oppressive social
forces, etc.:
Husband: "The Bible says that
women are inferior to 'men and her
talk about women being the equal of
men goes against the word of God.,"
Wife: "I won't go so, far as to. call
it a conspiracy, but there does appear
to be an organized effort on the part
of most men in high places in our
society to prevent women from
achieving their .rightful place in
higher echelons of education, for in-
stance, and that's the way he Minks
toothat women are a lower" type Y.
of human life."-

Assertions based upon presumed
laws of human nature:
Husband: "Everybody knows that' if
a man doesn't haVe sex regularly it
build§ up in him so he just naturally
looks' for an outlet."
Wife: "He was born without will

Pi



power. Anyone who drinks the way started when he got that new job.
he does just doesn't have normal Maybe it's pressure or something." .
will power,"

One's own and/or one's spouse's
Allegations about intellectual limi- limitations, in handling situations

cations:

`Husband: "She never c trild and Husband: "I'm so tired after work
she can't learn how noW," ing all day that' l just can't disten to
Wife: "He's stupid. He doesn't know her tell me the neighborhood gossip
any better and he doesn't' have when I get home, I guess I just don't
enough sense to know it or to care," have the patience to listen to the

nonsense she .has to report to' nie,"
'Instrumental Hypotheses; These Wife: "He has no idea of what a

hypotheses explain behavior, mean- little child can be expected to do
ings or feelings so that each spouse he expects too much--and then he's
can :understand his own and. the upset."
other's behavior, meat or feel- One's own and/or one.'s* spouse's
ings in their exchanges in soch a way habitual behavior,. attitudes and val.
that something can he done to ues karned in growing-up aped-
change the iexist'ing Si lliall011. They enees:-

may or may not he "true" but they Wife: "His mother never taught him
"tit" the information available and to pick up after himself and so he
offer a basis for plans action that just leaves his clothes around and
Can be utilized to ch.ange the relit- expects' me to clean up diet' him.
tionship. These hypotheses are rel- 'When I tell him to pick up his clothes
evant, operative, applicable, and con- he says I'm complaining."

structive. Such hypotheses describe, Husband: "Her mother had trouble
include and utilize: with her father so she taught' my

Problems arising from di!,continui- wife that all men want .only one
ties 'in communication:

thing. No wonder she's frigid."
husband: "She says it's beeause I Protilemidue to the spouses' self-
don't listen to what she Says, I do. feelings associated with ,known ,life
But we just don't understand each experiences:

other. Maybe it's a question of se- Husband: "My trouble is that some-
mantles," times I feel so inadequate-like I'm
. Changes in the spouses' relation- faking everything. I know , that at
ship following situalions and experi- work they'll discover I'm faking and
ences that disturb the spouses' red- fire me."
procity: Wife:. "The reason is that I hay.e
Husband: "Things just haven't. been guilt complex. Sometimes I try to tell
'the same since we visited her parents 'myself I didn't really do wrung. But
on our vaation. last year. Something

1can't fool myself. Most of the time
happened there that made her act feel I don't deserve to live."
different,"

. Unknown and undefinable ele.
Wife: "He's not the same man he ments in the spouses' 'interaction
used to be: I think our troubles which are. too transient to grasp

within and out of marriage:

9'

whep.they occur but whose signifi-

cance is understood by the spouses;

Husband: "I do,n't know what ,it is
but she gets these blue, or moody
spells and she just can't get her work,.
done, Whefi she gets depressed that

way .1 feel superfluous and slay out
of her way,"

Me; "Every few months or so he
gets a feeling that he has to have a

'drink. I don't know why he feels like

that but I'm always afraid it's going to

of his value system, evaluates the

other from a different perspective,

and how each one, in attempting to

maintain and enhance his own self-

esteem may do so at the expense of

the other. Specifically he may point

out how one wanted the others

because of the same qualities for

which he now deprecates him, how

each one constrainsjhe other so he

cannot.function differently, how each

one provokes the other to behave so

he can reject him, how each uses

the other as a scapegoat for his own

shortcomings, and how . each one

turn into a drunken siege,"

e

Whefi the spouses come to the

counselor he reviews their situation

with them and points out to them
how their role performances and

Ole expectations are not comple-

mentary, how each imputes a differ-

ent meaniqg to the same behavior

and therefore has different feelings,

how each one, behaving on the basis

'gains in some, way from the very

behavior he complains about in the

other. He shows the spouses how

they are involved in several different

binds or vicious circles wherein the

behavior, its meanings and their feel-

ings are contingent upon and influ-

ence the other's, and wherein their

characteristic interaction compels

them to interact in ways they not

only cannot change, but cannot even

perceive; and their own efforts 'to

modify their situation inevitably pre-

cipitate conflict which exacerbates

the problems they want to solve,

3 2,
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Self-worth

I could go much further into this, but the main points are that

to help,a human being change;and grow, the reconstruction of

that person takes place (I) in the area of communication, (2) in

the area of.befief about being able to grow, and (3) in the area of

restoring the use of the senses, Here is one way of looking at it: If

the faucet is running, I don't put my finger under the water tap

to stop it; I look for the handle to turn it off. It is quite possible

that the handle can be ten feet away from where the Cvater. is

running out and '1. may have to run to find where to turn it off;

but there are people who try to keep the water from running by

putting their ,ilnd under the water tap. The evidence of what is

happening is not the same as the thing that makes it happen.'

The causes of most things that happen in human beings, are un-

seen..Wh'en I hit you with my fist, you see my fist Omit. what de-

terniineS why my fist bops you .on your head is not my fist but

something in me. Anybody who strikes out like this feels he has'
.. ... .

nothing in himself, and he is trying bravely to live. So whie do I .1

4
begin, where do I go? To the self-worth,

When I was small, I lived on'a farm in northern Wisconsin.

On that farm was a great big black pot ,about three, feet high

which stood on three legs. It was a very handsome pot, big

enough to hold 000-Pound pig for scraping. In the spring my

mother made her own soap in the pot from wood ashes and the

other ingredients.it takes to make soap. My father had a lot of

land, and in the summer, when a largecrew of men came to help

thresh and harvest, my mother would make stew or soup in that

pot. Then in the fall.my father would gather his favorite fertiliz-

er in the pot so it could mature over the winter for my mother's

bedding`plants, before it s'as time once more, to,tise the pot for

making soap. Over time our family came to call it the "3.S Pot."

These were the chief regularly scheduled things the pot was used

for. Of course, there was time between one and the next for oth7

.er uses, but there were always two questions you had' to. ask

about that' pot to find out if you could use it or whether you

wanted to plit your energy into cleaning itout: 'What is it full

of?" and "How full is it?" The dialogue in our house about that

pot was very colorful, and word combinations with "empty" and

. "full" were quite common. Soap was "high pot" and fertilizer

, was "low pot."
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Later owl was working with a faMily, and they talked aim
.

their feelings ;bout themselves, their insides; the feeling's. of

emptiness, or of being full of things they did not like, This ex-
perience from thepast popped into my head. When. I told them
the story about the pot, it seemed to say soniething to them.
Thus, the'pot concept was born. The pot concept refers to how

you feel about yourself, your self-worth, In France when there is
trouble they say, "Cherchez la femme," " Look for the woman."

I say when there is trouble, "Cherchez le pot," because that is

where you are 2oing to find the problems,

It is a common thing for people, as they go from morning till

night through the vicissitudes of the day, to feel tired, to feel '-

. huhgry, to feel disgusted, to feel frustrated. These are common
human experiences, At some point you might say your pot feelF

kind of empty,' or it feel full of frustration or want. Howevei

suppose you aie a rule to the effect that if you pot is full of

something negative, you cannot say so. This is where the trouble

begins. You believe it is bad to have that feeling and you have.,a

rule-against it, so you have to act as though what .you feel is

something else: Let us say I anifeeling angry, but I have a Yule

that I should never be angry. My pot is full of fury. My rule in

my head says, "Don't be angry," and now I have the worst type

of pot you can imagine. Here I am, full, and it doesn't matter

.what I amfull of except that whatever it is, it issomething that I

tell myself is bad, and I want to get it' ut of me. At this point I

have. "low pot,'" and I am. in no condition to make reality deci-

sions, in no condition to loye or to be loved.

One of the things which' is most impUrtant to me aboutthe
. ,

congruent is that people are freed of any rule decreeing

that some feeling they May haveis not a human feeling. They are

freed so that the organism Can function fully and they,can go on

to make all kinds of choices about what to do. '`

Sometimes. people ,double-rule theMselyes. They have a rule

against being angry, we shall say, and then they have a rule

againStitiving that kind of rule. The situation looks like this: ,I

should not have the rule, so there is something wrong with me

because have the rule. People like that feel angry and say, "I

shouldn't feel angry,",' and then they say, "I ought not to feel

that I shouldn't feel angry!" This puts them in the position of

tightening a rope around their waist and another rope around

their throat. Just let them tryto breathe! This is a very "low pot"
condition, 34


